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This spooky ‘dolls house’ 3D rendering is of Cope Hut near Victoria’s Falls Creek in the Australian
Alps. It’s part of a new permanent record and management resource. A virtual stay-at-home visit is
also seriously fascinating.

STAY-AT-HOME 3D HUT VISIT
It’s a gob-smackingly great idea. You take two heritage specialists and a 3D camera
kit, send them out to a remote Australian Alps hut and in a blink, limitless numbers
of people are able to visit that hut: year round, from anywhere in the world –
virtually. And just like someone who visits, in person, one of these iconic cultural
heritage sites, a virtual visitor can wander around, explore at their own pace,
examine the materials used, the methods of construction, the evidence of the hut’s
social past.
3D tech is increasingly being used by galleries and precious sites around the world in part
because 3D digital capturing allows greater access to cultural treasures. But that’s not the
only advantage. Kim Wilson from Parks Victoria’s Heritage team is one of the heritage
specialists who understands the expanded value of a 3D file – take the alpine huts pilot
program as an example. “There’s a sense of being in the hut, but it can also be used to talk
to maintenance contractors without needing to meet on site. Pre the fire season it’s also
useful for making fire prevention plans remotely.” And should a hut be destroyed, the 3D
file is detailed enough to inform a reconstruction, or if that wasn’t on the agenda, continue
to offer the hut experience virtually, in absentia, forever.

Kim Wilson (Parks Vic’s Historic Heritage Coordinator) out in the field systematically recording data
to create a 3D virtual tour of Wallace’s Hut.

Not that a 3D record is a one-off, chiselled in stone. “As part of this pilot, we’ve captured
nine Australian Alps huts – three in each state – which range in age and cultural context.
Over time we’ll be able to refresh the images and information, adding in different seasons –
snowfall and wildflowers.” Being careful not to overload the virtual visitor, there are endless
opportunities to enrich the experience, by adding in information, some as oral history
recordings, to help explain the details like graffiti carved into the rungs of the ladder at
Cope Hut, or the reasons behind the slab-paved on the dirt flooring in Wallace’s Hut.

Unlike a video, the 3D visitor is in control of where they wander and what they examine. It’s better
than a photo (this is the interior of Wallace’s Hut) and a brilliant option when visiting in person isn’t
possible.

Last December, Kim and her colleague Paul Roser, Parks Victoria’s Heritage Partnerships
Manager, captured the three Victorian huts. Specialist contractors mirrored the process
across the rest of the Alps in the ACT and NSW. Funding for these nine pilot virtual visits
was provided by the Australian Alps Program which has now uploaded them here.
For more 3D heritage hits, check out these offerings which are on offer via the 2021
National Trust’s Australian Heritage Festival program, which runs from 18 April to 2 May.

Critical to the virtual experience is understanding the context of these structures. Information
available through the tours will continue to build the stories and knowledge about these sites but the
exterior views pack a punch when trying to explain the where and why of people’s need for shelter in
the Australian Alps. Click here for a look through the Old Currango Homestead.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories: so if you’ve built a new bridge,
set up a research program, installed some new interpretive materials, started using some
new tech or a fresh parks management approach - send Rob Gibbs an email and let him
know. Sharing information is useful and usually pretty interesting: we accept stories from
staff members, volunteers and members of the general community…in other words,
everyone.
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